
Driving Innovation 
2013

Wednesday 23rd October, 
Gosforth Park Marriott Hotel

08:00 - 13:00

 Does your business operate within the Automotive Sector?

 Do you have any challenges or developmental needs that could   
     benefit from applied collaborative research and expertise from        
     four north east universities?

 Would you like to find out more about the ways in which our
     universities can support your business?

If so, then we’d like to cordially invite you to our free If so, then we’d like to cordially invite you to our free 
‘Driving Innovation 2013’ event to meet leading academics from 
Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham and Northumbria Universities who 
specialise in research related to your sector and  who have expertise 
that could benefit your business.

Hosted by:



Overview

As part of the government’s initiative to encourage greater impact of 
university research and technology in industry, Newcastle, Sunderland, 
Durham and Northumbria Universities have joined forces to identify and 
make available their collective expertise that could benefit the automotive 
sector.

WWe want to invite companies from the automotive sector to come and talk to 
us about the technical challenges or developmental needs they may face in 
improving products and services.  

We can provide guidance on initiating collaborative projects that emerge 
and other bespoke initiatives that can help to sustain relationships in the 
longer term.

Areas of research expertise to be showcased

   Energy Recovery    Energy Recovery            Engine Development
   Precision/micro-manufacturing     Autonomous Driving
   Advanced Materials           Structural Mechanics
   Coatings                 Metrology
   Smart Electronics            Lighting/HUDs
   Electric Vehicles             Sensors
   Eco Driving                Vehicle Communication
   Process Innovation   Process Innovation           Low Carbon

Date & Time:             Location:
Wednesday 23rd October 2013   Gosforth Park Marriott 
08:00 - 13:00              High Gosforth Park 
                    Newcastle upon Tyne
                    NE3 5HN

If you require accommodation please contactIf you require accommodation please contact The Gosforth Park Marriott 
hotel directly and quote ‘Driving Innovation 2013’ for preferential rates.

To book a place

Register online at www.ncl.ac.uk/sage/drivinginnovation2013 or scan the 
QR code below. Alternatively contact:
Nicola Taylor, Newcastle University
email: Nicola.Taylor@ncl.ac.uk phone: 0191 208 5488

This initiative is funded and supported by the EPSRC and NELEThis initiative is funded and supported by the EPSRC and NELEP.


